Charles GPU cluster

- 10 bought, in early 2015, off EPSRC call for supporting CDTs
- 4 bought, in 2016, off CDS CDT funds
- 5 bought, in 2017, off CDS CDT funds
- Still actively used with reasonable utilisation
- PROPOSAL: replace or deprecate the original 2015 nodes

James multi-core (64 core) cluster

- 21 bought, in early 2015, off EPSRC call for supporting CDTs
- 16 still running (5 have died, long out of warranty)
- Sporadically used
- PROPOSAL: deprecate or replace with small number of modern multi-core servers

Landonia GPU cluster

- 25 bought, in 2018, off School funds for the Machine Learning Practical
- 200 GPUs
- Majority GPUs have little memory (6GB), so of little use for most applications
- Some nodes now have GPUs with 24GB (upgraded in 2022)
- Utilisation is peaky, as expected

Damnii GPU cluster

- 12 bought, in 2019, off School funds for research postgrad use
- 96 GPUs
- Actively used with reasonable utilisation